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Welcome to UD Trucks monthly newsletter! In this issue:
• How connectivity is transforming logistics

• Customer story in Australia

• UD’s vision for smart logistics in 2030

• The origin of the UD logo

• Downsizing New Quon

• News from UD

How connectivity is transforming logistics

Connectivity leverages vehicle data to increase uptime, productivity,
and fuel efficiency. It also makes our roads safer and is an enabler for
automation and electro mobility. At a UD Trucks seminar on connectivity
solutions, a panel of experts discusses how connectivity will be a key driver
in making logistics and society smarter.
Read more...

From Plant to
Plate

See how connected
trucks help move food
efficiently from the farm
to the dinner table, from
plant to plate, told from a
family perspective with a
surprising twist
Read more...

Fujin & Raijin

UD’s vision for smart logistics in 2030
The logistics industry faces significant challenges:
congestion and pollution, growth of e-commerce,
driver shortages. UD Trucks believes that
transformative innovations in automation and
electromobility are key to overcoming these
challenges. Watch the unveiling of UD’s Innovation
Roadmap, and discover what Fujin and Raijin mean!
Read more...

Downsizing All New Quon

Keeping all the drivability and smoothness
of operation appreciated in its 11-liter sibling,
8-liter Quon offers increased payload, while
delivering even better fuel efficiency. Seven
UD development engineers explain the unique
features of this 8-liter Quon.
Read more...

All New Quon is equipped
with Traffic Eye Cruise
Control and Traffic Eye
Brake, assisting driver by
automatically adjusting
speed according to traffic,
and braking if a risk of
collision is detected.

UD History

Customer story Australia

Total package

In the fast-moving landscape of the logistics
industry, Border Express, an Australian
transportation company, is constantly evolving,
in its quest to stay one step ahead.
Read more...

1955 The original UD
engine
UD6 engine was Japan's
first diesel engine delivering
over 200 horsepower. It was
also the first appearance
of the UD logo, symbol of a
high-performing engine.
Read more about 82 years
of UD engines

Other news from UD

Southern Africa

Malaysia

11-liter All New Quon is launched in
Southern Africa markets.
UD South Africa

Launch of New Quester at the 2019
Malaysian Car and Vehicles Exhibition.
UD Malaysia

Peru

Australia

The mid-duty Croner range is now
available in Peru.
UD Latin America

8-liter All New Quon is now available in
Australia.
UD Australia

Thank you for your interest in UD Trucks. We hope you found some interesting
information in this newsletter, and would love to keep you updated in the future.
See you next month, and until then, keep trucking!
Coming next month:
• Quon Fujin autonomous driving trial in Hokkaido!
• Meet the UD engineers behind Quon Fujin
• Customer story from South Africa
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